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Foreign Reporting Enhanced
By Parachute Journalism
by Emily Erickson and John Maxwell Hamilton

Interviews with editors and reporters at 50 daily
newspapers found that 45 papers practiced ad hoc
reporting trips abroad, thus substantiating that
parachute journalism is a growing trend.

__________________________________________

I come from a generation where everybody expected [to be like] The New
York Times—to have, you know, 40 or 50 bureaus overseas with people who
have expertise and know everything about a country and spend months and
months studying languages and getting boned up on the history and every-
thing else. And I think that’s valuable, there’s no question about it. But that’s
not where we are right now. That’s not the world we’re in right now. So
parachute journalism—I don’t say it’s good or bad. It’s just what is. It’s what
we have to do.                     Elisa Tinsley, World Editor, USA Today1

Speaking at a broadcasters conference in September 2002, Chris Cramer,
president of CNN International, criticized the network’s rivals for sending
journalists into foreign countries with little more than a “fistful of press
clippings.”2 “Parachuting some joker” into an unfamiliar place, he said, was
“one of the reasons that the audience in the states was so ill-prepared for the
events of Sept. 11.”3

The CNN executive’s comments represent a broad consensus among media
practitioners and scholars. Parachute journalism, veteran Washington Post cor-
respondent Don Oberdorfer charges, gives the public “a much thinner sense of
what this is all about because you [the journalist] don’t know it yourself.”4

Erickson is an assistant professor and Hamilton is dean. Both are affiliated with the
Manship School of Mass Communication at Louisiana State University.
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Poorly prepared parachute correspondents, adds American Studies Professor
Nicolaus Mills, turn atrocities “into nothing more than serious-sounding enter-
tainment.” CNN has itself been heavily criticized for correspondents like
Christiane Amanpour who would parachute “into benighted places, kitted out
in flack-jackets and other kinds of tough-girl raiment and bring the whole sordid
world of The Other into our living rooms.”5

These assessments of parachute journalism go hand in hand with wide-
spread despair about the decline of foreign reporting, which may be summed
up as follows. Foreign correspondents are expensive, and readers do not care
that much about foreign news except when something dramatic occurs. Hence
newspapers cut back on the number of permanent correspondents abroad.
When a major story does come along, newspapers throw ill-equipped reporters
into the fray. Behind this view lies the conventional wisdom that a real foreign
correspondent is an elite professional, dedicated solely to their overseas beat,
separated from the city desk mentally as well as physically.

Perhaps because these perceptions of the elite foreign correspondent are so
strongly held, no systematic analysis of parachute journalism has ever been
undertaken. The absence of such study in itself justifies this research, but that is
not all that points to the need for such an inquiry. A few recent developments
suggest that the practice is growing more nuanced than commonly believed and
is worthy of in-depth examination. The prototypical parachute journalist is sent
abroad by a large metropolitan newspaper or network, which formerly had a
reporter on the ground who could have better covered the story. But a Pew
International Journalism Program survey of foreign editors found that newspa-
pers with no permanent correspondents were using parachute journalists on
occasion.6 While newspapers in the upper circulation range did parachuting
more often, seven of the 72 editors representing the smaller newspapers also
engaged in the practice.7 Seeing the virtue of increasing such reporting, the
International Center for Journalists has developed a program that sends report-
ers from medium and small newspapers abroad to look for foreign links to their
communities.8 In a reconsideration of foreign newsgathering, two scholars
recently have singled out parachute journalism as a phenomenon needing
special attention.9

That is the purpose of this paper. This study investigates the extent to which
newspapers are engaging in parachute journalism today, describes its current
practice and proposes typologies that capture the complexity of the phenom-
enon.

Literature Review

The modern foreign correspondent emerged in the last part of the 19th
century. From that inception foreign correspondents have been elites in their
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profession. Cosmopolitan observed in an 1897 article on the growing sophistica-
tion of journalism:

Whereas formerly, only men half-educated but possessed of good ‘horse sense’
and a keen scent for news, were employed as special correspondents, now the
ablest men are chosen as ambassadors of the great dailies to every part of the
world. They are at once men of knowledge and men of the world, capable of
holding their own with the ablest.10

This one-dimensional view of foreign correspondents as elite experts has
remained static ever since. The typical foreign affairs reporter, political scientist
Bernard Cohen observed in his 1963 classic The Press and Foreign Policy, “is a
cosmopolitan among cosmopolitans, a man in gray flannel who ranks very high
in the hierarchy of reporters.”11

“While the city beat might have its exciting side,” wrote a historian in a
study of the newspaper profession, “the peak in reporting circles was reached
when a writer could don a felt hat, riding boots, and a knapsack and swagger off
to cover a war or a revolution.”12 Accordingly, censuses of foreign correspon-
dents have considered only those dedicated exclusively to foreign newsgathering.

One of the more recent such studies “attempted to enumerate all persons
resident abroad working full-time or part-time in a journalistic capacity for
American news media.”13 Carrying forward this normative view of the elite
foreign correspondent, an assessment of foreign correspondents and their work
suggests this class of reporters is not losing ground as a special class-apart. The
study found twice as many foreign correspondents as stateside journalists have
attended private colleges and four times as many have graduate degrees.14 The
study did not look at parachute journalism at all.

To the extent there can be said to be a literature about parachute journalism,
it is found almost exclusively in speeches and derogatory asides in scholarly
studies and professional commentary. A recent book by longtime CBS foreign
correspondent Tom Fenton provides one example. “American news organiza-
tions,” he wrote, “had so depleted the ranks of hard news reporters over the
years that they suddenly had to send out whatever lifestyle, fashion, and gossip
types they could muster on a moment’s notice.”15 Nevertheless, parachuting has
recently received some scholarly attention, albeit in passing. The aforemen-
tioned Pew study, for instance, did ask one question about parachute journalism
in its survey. In a study that examined newspaper practice in gathering foreign
news, Donald R. Shanor briefly noted that hybrid forms of parachute journalism
have surfaced in which newspaper beats are part domestic and part foreign.16

Swedish social anthropologist Ulf Hannerz has examined parachuting as a
practice of foreign correspondents permanently stationed abroad.17
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Research Question

This study addresses the following research question:

RQ1:
In what ways are daily newspapers sending reporters abroad for ad hoc

assignments?

Method

Because so little research has been done to explore how newspapers practice
parachute journalism, discourse on the subject flows through a well-worn
channel. As there has been no discussion of the various tributaries, there is no
lexicon to describe variations. In our initial interviews, editors often described
sending reporters abroad on ad hoc assignments, but they did not describe this
as parachute journalism or foreign correspondence. It was simply something
that occasionally happened.

This suggested to us that a quantitative approach to this study was, at this
stage, less likely to enhance understanding of the practice than a qualitative
approach. Professor Steiner Kvale has defined qualitative research interviews
as

attempts to understand the world from the subjects’ point of view, to unfold the
meaning of peoples’ experiences, to uncover their lived world prior to scientific
explanations.18

In talking directly with editors, sometimes at considerable length, we could
tease out nuances about different practices.

We conducted telephone interviews with editors and reporters from 50
daily newspapers. Using a non-random purposive sampling technique, we
compiled a list of potential interviewees from Barron’s Newspaper Directory that
included daily newspapers with a circulation of 50,000 or greater.19 Because our
goal was to consider a cross-section of newspapers, we attempted to get
interviews with respondents from papers of various sizes and geographic
locations. We conducted these interviews between June 2004 and June 2005,
interviewing until we achieved redundancy. Several interviews were done in
person. The typical interview lasted 20-40 minutes. Where necessary, we called
editors back or sent emails asking for clarification. On several occasions we
spoke to more than one editor on a newspaper.

We used the “interview guide approach,” which enabled us to stay system-
atic in our questioning while allowing flexibility to probe or explore further any
themes that the editors and reporters might raise.20 This approach is useful
because it yields a broad range of experiences. It was this range of experiences
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that we hoped to capture in order to build a more variegated picture of
parachute journalism.

Findings

Our findings challenge the conventional view of parachute journalism.
Forty-four of the 50 newspapers used in this study at least occasionally practiced
ad hoc reporting trips abroad, thus substantiating the Pew Center findings that
this is a growing trend. Of the remaining six, two newspapers—Burlington Free
Press and Montgomery Advertiser—said no staff reporter had ever done a story
abroad. Two—Long Beach Press-Telegram and Bakersfield Californian—said it
had only happened once when the reporter was on vacation and two—Arizona
Tribune Newspapers and Green Bay Press-Gazette—described it as happening
once, vaguely, many years ago. Certainly some parachute journalism is replac-
ing the work of permanently stationed foreign correspondents,21 but some also
is occurring at newspapers that never had correspondents in the first place.
Furthermore, the use of foreign correspondents by elite newspapers is complex,
with new uses that actually make coverage better than it was in the past.

These variations can be best explained by organizing parachute journalism
into typologies across two dimensions. The first dimension concerns who is
functioning as a parachute journalist today. The second dimension concerns
how they are supported.

The Traditional Overseas Foreign Correspondent
The foreign correspondent, a reporter permanently stationed abroad, serves

as the ideal to which parachute journalism is unfavorably compared. This
obscures the fact that many traditional foreign correspondents function as
parachute journalists themselves, leaving their bureau headquarters to cover
stories in nearby or even faraway regions. Even newspapers with an extensive
network of bureaus use their correspondents this way.

It is not unusual for a foreign correspondent to travel from his or her home
base more than 50 percent of the time, said the assistant managing editor of the
Boston Globe who previously served as foreign correspondent and foreign
editor; the amount of time can easily rise to 70 or 80 percent.22 This explains why
the largest numbers of foreign correspondents are found in Hong Kong and
London, which have good airline connections elsewhere.

The Los Angeles Times is typical. The daily has an enviable number of
journalists stationed abroad (30 or so), but they are not rooted in one place. Its
Jakarta correspondent covers virtually the whole of Southeast Asia, and its
Beijing correspondent is responsible for China in its entirety. Moreover, says its
former international editor, the assignments have become even more fungible
since Sept. 11, with many of these correspondents leaving their posts to cover
Iraq and Afghanistan.23 Other newspapers behave similarly, expecting report-
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ers to cover much if not all of Latin America, large swaths of Africa, Central
Europe and so forth.

Not only do large dailies parachute overseas foreign correspondents to
other locales, they also redeploy stringers stationed abroad. The Washington
Times often asks its stringers (including foreign nationals) to travel elsewhere for
a story.24 USA Today, which has only five permanent correspondents abroad,
uses about 10 stringers around the world that its foreign editor “can call and say,
‘Can you get to the scene immediately?’”25

Significantly, the use of foreign correspondents this way is not new. It is
traditional—and logical. No newspaper can have correspondents everywhere,
all the time. The costs are too high; even in the best of circumstances, the news
hole is too small to accommodate that much reporting. Foreign correspondents
must cross borders in order to gather news. What makes these parachute foreign
correspondents different from the standard simplified view of parachutists is
that they are professionals at the craft of reporting abroad. They know how to
get rapidly from one place to another, how to orient themselves on the ground
and how to begin filing quickly.

The Home-Based Foreign Correspondent
Another critique of parachute journalism is that reporters are sent abroad

without enough knowledge or context. It turns out, however, not all stateside
reporters who parachute into a region do so with only a “fistful of press
clippings.”26 Many bring substantial foreign experience to their missions.

Some are regional experts. The Washington Times, which does not have
foreign correspondents abroad on a permanent basis, instead has three or four
reporters on staff who go overseas about once a year. Each one specializes in a
certain region and has contacts abroad.27 Notably, some of these stateside
regional experts have this expertise because they were once permanent foreign
correspondents. The Times-Picayune, as an example, closed its Latin American
bureau in 2002 and instead has the former foreign correspondent on staff
serving as an expert in the region.28

That same Times-Picayune reporter is also used for assignments in com-
pletely different overseas locations. The assumption is that he has expertise in
reporting abroad. The reporter at the Denver Post is in a similar position,
operating as the newspaper’s lone expert parachutist. He, too, emphasized the
value of experience abroad regardless of region. “You want to have people who
have run the gamut,” he said, “From sleeping rough to making connections to
arranging visas on the fly and dealing with surveillance.”29 The news editor at
the Birmingham News said the paper sent a reporter to Iraq “who’s a world
traveler, so he didn’t need a lot of hand-holding.”30 When either the Los Angeles
Times or the Seattle Times send someone abroad, their foreign editors report that
they look around for people who have experience abroad—if not experience in
that region, experience in any region.31
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Finding that modern travel facilitates their ability to dispatch stateside
reporters, editors now see themselves as building “a bench” that can be
mobilized for spot or in-depth stories abroad.32 USA Today’s foreign editor
argues that a decade of international reporting at the paper has given the
organization a stronger base of people who have been overseas and know what
it’s like to report:

.... people we trust, who understand what it means to get on the ground, to get
a local cell phone, to get a fixer. And with that kind of [background], it’s
legitimate to use them as firefighters.33

The Beat Reporter Abroad
The most striking finding in this study was that most parachute journalism

does not reflect the conventional view of neophyte reporters parachuting into
foreign lands to report on people they cannot understand. It is instead reporters
whose stories or beats have extended beyond American borders into other
countries.

In many cases, they are not attempting to tackle an overseas story per se;
they are gathering material abroad to better explain what might originally start
as a local story. Examples of this abound. The Seattle Times did a series on the
global economy and outsourcing that took a technology reporter to India to
cover the expansion of companies like Redmond-based Microsoft and a busi-
ness reporter to Peru, where Del Monte moved its asparagus-growing operation
after years of running it in Washington.34 Suburban Chicago’s Daily Herald has
been doing annual series on various immigrant groups with an approach that
has taken their reporters to the Philippines, Poland, India and Mexico.35 The
Eugene Register-Guard sent a reporter to Kenya to do a story on a local nurse-
practioner who ran an AIDS orphanage there and a coastal reporter to Japan to
see what its approaches were to tsunami preparedness;36 the Wilmington Morn-
ing Star sent its business editor to Cuba to cover an agricultural exhibition,
which was particularly salient to North Carolina because of its turkey indus-
try—which falls outside of Cuba’s trade embargo.37 The Lincoln Journal-Star was
planning to send a reporter and photographer to Afghanistan—not to be
embedded with troops there, but to cover a childhood education program
headed by a University of Nebraska professor.38

In yet another variation, reporters with expertise in an issue rather than a
place are sent abroad. Editors with the Washington Post, the Boston Globe and the
Chicago Tribune said they sent religion reporters to Rome to cover the recent
death of Pope John Paul II and the election of a successor because these reporters
were better equipped to cover this complex story than a permanent foreign
correspondent. Similarly, the Boston Globe sent a Pentagon reporter to an arms
control meeting in Oslo, and the Chicago Tribune sent a music reporter to Cuba
and a metro desk reporter to track down a story about the disappearance of a
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basketball athlete in the South Pacific.39 “There are examples [of this] all the
time,” said the Chicago Tribune’s associate managing editor for foreign news.40

In any of these iterations, the thrust is clear. Reporters from all kinds of
newspapers parachute abroad armed with more than a “fistful of press clip-
pings.”41 They take broad expertise in issues or in-depth perspective from their
hometown beats. They are not trying to duplicate the traditional coverage of
international news that comes over the wires; they are pursuing stories relevant
to their readers.

The Vacationing Reporter
The title sounds flip, but it captures a fourth and significant dimension of

parachute reporting. Staffers often set out on their own, either on vacation or
with a leave of absence, and arrange with their editors to write a piece while
there. The majority of these are naturally travel pieces, but in rare instances a
reporter on vacation can also become a parachute journalist either by his or her
own initiative or because breaking news occurs. The most dramatic instance
was from the Long Beach Press-Telegram sports writer who was vacationing in
the Soviet Union when Chernobyl blew up, so he parachuted in and filed stories
for a week.42

The above typology provides one angle of vision on parachute journalism.
To gain additional insight into the methods of gathering news abroad, we also
looked at the systems that support the various categories of parachutists—an
important facet of this study because it addresses one of the chief criticisms of
parachute journalism by demonstrating a variety of ways in which parachute
reporting can be done with more than just a “fistful of clippings.”43 Because
these categories do not fit each other closely  but overlap, the use of a second
typology provides perspective that would otherwise be lacking.

Fixers
As part of their image as elites, professional foreign correspondents are

typically viewed as loners who travel light and fast and set their own agenda.
But in moving from one country to another, as they so often do, they have
support systems. Journalists parachuting in from the home office also can avail
themselves of such systems, although the most sophisticated ones are run by
news organizations with a large corps of foreign correspondents.

Perhaps the best explanation of this occurred in interviews with the Wash-
ington bureau chief and foreign editor of the Cox News Service, which super-
vises the newspaper group’s foreign correspondents.44 At the time of the
interview, Cox had six permanent fulltime correspondents, one contract corre-
spondent and an extensive network of about two-dozen stringers. These report-
ers move around as needs dictate. Supporting them in their peripatetic report-
ing were fixers in 37 countries. These fixers, generally paid on an as-needed
basis, brief reporters when they arrive, arrange interviews and transportation
and translate when language is a problem. The Cox bureau chief calls fixers
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“critically important.” When we interviewed the foreign editor of The New York
Times, he too emphasized that his correspondents “report alone in the most
challenging circumstances.” This comment may have been driven by the recent
suspension of a well known reporter who had used helpers in collecting news,
but, regardless, the Times, too, has an extensive system of fixers and others to
support its for-
eign correspon-
dents.45

Fixers in all
their roles are a
fluid body. Vet-
eran foreign cor-
respondents of-
ten have their
own personal
systems of using
helpers, whom
they pay from
their expense
accounts and
hand down to
their successors.
Parachute jour-
nalists who
come from
home base with
little experience
in a region and
no institutional
history covering
the area can line
up help on an ad
hoc basis, but
are sometimes
less well
equipped to
manage these
resources. “It’s a bit of an industry now—in so-called hot spots,” said a Denver
Post reporter, “and if you just drop in and go to a handler, you find yourself
getting corralled in there, and it becomes like one big orchestrated bit of news.
I find that I get canned material that way—not necessarily the most deep and
insightful look at the place. We develop contacts by situation. We don’t have a
network of handlers.”46 To use fixers most effectively, then, either the reporter
or newspaper needs some experience vetting them. Again, newspapers with a

The most striking finding
in this study was that
most parachute
journalism does not
reflect the conventional
view of neophyte
reporters parachuting
into foreign lands to
report on people they
cannot understand. It is
instead reporters whose
stories or beats have
extended beyond
American borders into
other countries.
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large corps of foreign correspondents have an edge because of the expertise of
their reporters.

Embedded Parachute Journalism
Given the time frame in which this research was conducted, it is not

surprising that the Iraq War commanded the attention of editors and their
newspapers. Newspapers of all sizes had sent their reporters to Iraq, and most
of these reporters were embedded with the military. The term embedded is new
in the argot of journalism but in fact is a common way to gather stories that have
nothing to do with war.47

The more typical form of embedding is certainly not as intimate as the
military embedding of the Iraq War, in which reporters sleep, eat and face death
with their unit. But a type of embedding takes place whenever reporters
accompany politicians, sports teams and other groups in order to cover them
abroad. Reporters travel with the subject of their piece, and the focus of the story
generally stays on that subject. This research found this happening repeatedly—
the Cincinnati Post reporter who accompanied a mission group to tsunami-
devastated Indonesia; the New Haven Register reporter who went to Europe with
a local basketball team; the business reporter from the Tulsa World who traveled
to Saudi Arabia with a local oil company; and the education reporter for the Des
Moines Register who traveled to Mexico with a team of school administrators to
cover their participation in a federal program designed to help Iowa’s immi-
grant students perform better in school.48

Reporters accompanying relief agencies or medical teams from their area
were the most commonly mentioned “embed” trip outside of Iraq assignments.
Newspapers as varied as the Honolulu Star-Bulletin (62,000 circulation) and the
Boston Globe (479,000 circulation) had reporters accompany local relief agencies
to Southeast Asia after the huge tsunami hit the region in 2004.49 Cities like
Boston and New Haven have such a large number of medical institutions that
it is common for reporters to follow the local “transborder do-good medical
groups” overseas.50 Typically, the purpose behind all of these trips is generally
to mine a local angle, always seen as important in developing readership
interest.

Mutual Aid
As noted, the majority of American newspapers—which do not have

foreign correspondents permanently stationed abroad—cannot afford elabo-
rate in-house infrastructure to support foreign news. They cannot build their
own network of handlers. But there are ways for newspapers of all sizes to
creatively pool assets for ad hoc coverage.

The same parent company owns the Chicago Tribune and the Los Angeles
Times. The two newspapers do not cooperate on specific stories, according to the
Tribune foreign editor.51 But he does talk to his counterpart at the Times about
sharing space and security issues when the papers ramp up coverage in places
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like Iraq, Cuba or Haiti. Three Gannett-owned newspapers—the Tucson Citizen,
the Ft. Meyers News-Press, and the Detroit News—contacted corporate or USA
Today staff for advice and logistical support.52 “If they’re going to Baghdad—
and this has happened—the Detroit News will call and say, ‘Can we use your
hotel room’?” said the world editor for USA Today, who responded, “Sure, you
know, you can camp out on the floor [but] the beds are taken. And [you can] use
our fixers.”53

Another version of mutual aid is within newspapers. More and more
newspapers are using team approaches to covering stories. Our research shows
this applies internationally as well as locally. When The Washington Post sent its
religion reporter to cover the Pope’ death, it teamed the reporter with a foreign
correspondent. Doing a story on priests who have been convicted of crimes and
fled the country, the Dallas Morning News sent two reporters to the Philippines,
Africa, Central Europe and elsewhere.54 One had been a foreign correspondent.
This sort of team approach, with veteran correspondents mixed in with others,
happened over and over again with coverage of the tsunami.

Training
One of the most serious traditional critiques of parachute journalism

concerns preparation, namely, that reporters parachute into foreign lands ill
equipped because they do not come with language skills and background in the
country. This theme was perhaps one of the trickiest to capture because there is
a distinct lack of formal protocol guiding most newspapers when they send
reporters abroad.55 Our findings in this study indicate this critique is sometimes
supported but oversimplified.

One technique for preparing parachute correspondents is through a fellow-
ship like the program run by the International Center for Journalists. This was
how a reporter from the Spokesman Review managed a trip to Germany to do
stories that were not localized. Fellowships cover the cost of the trip but not the
absence of the reporter from his or her beat, which is why another editor balked
at letting his reporter do a similar trip to Germany. “There’s no relevant hook for
our readers and it’s too long for you to be gone,” the Eugene Register-Guard
editor told his reporter. He did, however, help the reporter get another fellow-
ship to cover tsunami preparation in Japan—something that was salient to the
Register-Guard’s readers, who live fairly close to a vulnerable coast themselves.56

Informal overseas reporting—such as a reporter filing a story on vacation
or one-shot reporting on trade ties—generally involves little if any formal
training. Newspapers can, however, make creative use of local sources to
prepare reporters. Illustrative of this is the use of local immigrant populations
when tracing their ties abroad. This sort of reporting is very common, for such
connections abroad are highly visible. There are Mexicans in Green Bay, Wisc.,
Tucson, Ariz., and Des Moines, Iowa; Tarahunara Indians (also from Mexico) in
El Paso, Texas; Filipinos in Honolulu; Guatemalans in New Orleans, La.; ethnic
Germans from Russia in Lincoln, Neb.; Haitians in Ft. Myers, Fla.; and Poles,
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Mexicans, Indians and Filipinos in Chicago. The editor for the Seattle Times
considers his paper’s access to these communities an important resource when
it comes to such preparations. He noted that these local citizens are able to offer
perspective, context and contact information before reporters go abroad.57 The
Daily Herald in Chicago also involves its local communities in its annual
immigrant series.58

Discussion

Many longstanding concerns articulated about parachute journalism could
be found in our interviews. Nothing we heard challenges the view that some-
thing is lost when dailies use parachute foreign correspondents to replace on-
the-ground resident reporters. The Boston Globe’s foreign editor put it well when
he argued that “living abroad makes reporters more sensitive to foreign
perspectives and issues; you see more people who are up on those issues, and
those issues are slightly closer to you.”59 Thus it is of considerable concern that
a newspaper like USA Today, which not only purports to be a national newspa-
per but also sells itself overseas as an international newspaper, has so few
foreign reporters stationed abroad.

Parachute journalists who have little prior training are at a major disadvan-
tage, as acknowledged by the reporter from the Times-Picayune who described
the chaos of trying to cover Somalia in the 1990s when he went over without fully
understanding what he was getting into.60 The problems associated with
parachute journalism—unfamiliarity with the history and culture of a place, no
established sources on the ground, logistical complications that cannot be
anticipated before a trip and handlers who may or may not be less than
helpful—were all confirmed to be problems by the interviewees in this study.

Nevertheless, the conventional depiction of parachute journalism as bad
journalism is oversimplified. Parachute journalism does not come in one size
and it is not always negative. The least formal manifestation of parachute
journalism—the vacationing reporter from a small newspaper that never in the
past sent anyone at all abroad—is typically better than that which existed in the
past, when no one ever filed stories from abroad. When small- and mid-sized
newspapers that never had foreign correspondents think in terms of what they
can do themselves to serve their readers better with foreign news, journalism is
enhanced. Although the major concern of critics of parachute journalism is that
major metropolitan dailies use it to avoid bearing the costs of resident corre-
spondents, some of the most effective parachuting is carried out by newspapers
with large corps of foreign correspondents that want to enhance their work even
more. “In a world that is so big and complex,” says the assistant managing editor
for foreign news of The Washington Post, “I don’t cover it all. I am always looking
to expand my resources.”61

That much of this parachute journalism is an extension of local coverage is
also positive. This approach implicitly recognizes one of the most important
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trends in our time, the exponential growth of global interdependence. Local-
foreign reporting offers an opportunity to draw readers into international
affairs, which often seem not only remote but also irrelevant to their daily lives.

Based on our findings, parachute journalism has been portrayed just as
simplistically as its critics accuse parachute journalism of portraying the outside
world. The variegated types of foreign correspondents, with different levels of
support, produce uneven results. But like it or not, we need to look beyond the
old critique of parachute journalism to better understand—and improve upon—
a phenomenon that is not going away.
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